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Semiclassical description of Stern-Gerlach experiments
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The motion of neutral particles with magnetic moments in an inhomogeneous magnetic field is described in
a semiclassical framework. The concept of coherent internal states is used in the formulation of the semiclas-
sical approximation from the full quantum-mechanical expression. The classical trajectories are defined only
for certain spin states, that satisfy the conditions for being coherent internal states. The reliability of Stern-
Gerlach experiments to measure spin projections is assessed in this framework.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Stern-Gerlach experiment consists in taking a be
of particles that have a neutral electric charge, but a fin
magnetic moment, and making them to go through an in
mogeneous magnetic field. The observed result is that
particles deflect differently depending on the spin project
along the magnetic field. So, by measuring the deflect
one can infer the value of the spin projection of the partic
along the direction of the magnetic field. The Stern-Gerla
experiment is the archetype of the measurement o
quantum-mechanical property. Thus, it is always discus
even in the most basic textbooks of quantum mechanics@1#.
The explanation that it is usually done for the Stern-Gerla
experiment is of a semiclassical nature. The motion of
particles is approximated by classical trajectories. In the
lowing, we will present a brief account of the description
the Stern-Gerlach experiment, as it is usually done in te
books.

One starts with a beam of particles, in a certain spin st
moving initially along a straight line. For the following dis
cussion, we will take they axis along the direction of the
motion of the particles. The center of the beam correspo
to the coordinatesx50,z50. The beam enters in a Stern
Gerlach magnet. Usually, the Stern-Gerlach magnets
duce magnetic fields that are independent ofy and that do not
have components in they direction ~neglecting border ef-
fects!. The z axis is chosen along the direction of the ma
netic field at the center of the beam. So,

BW ~rW !5Bz~x,z!ûz1Bx~x,z!ûx , ~1!

whereBx(0,0)50. The geometry of the Stern-Gerlach ma
net is such thatBz(x,z) varies withz, but is mostly indepen-
dent of x. Thus, a force appears in thez direction that is
proportional todBz /dzmz . However, as the divergence o
the magnetic field has to vanish, thendBz /dz52dBx /dx,
and so if theBz varies with z, then Bx must vary withx.
Thus, if we only retain terms linear inx andz, we get

BW ~rW !5~B02B1z!ûz1xB1ûx ~2!

The magnetic field interacts with the magnetic momen
the particlem, giving rise to an interaction energy given b
1050-2947/2000/63~1!/012101~7!/$15.00 63 0121
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EB~rW !52BW ~rW !•mW ~3!

This interaction energy depends on the distance. Thu
force is generated which is given by

FW 52¹W EB~rW !5¹W Bz~x,z!mz1¹W Bx~x,z!mx ~4!

Thus, a force in thex direction also appears which would b
proportional todBx /dxmx .

From expression~4!, the force acting on a particle with
certain spin state can be calculated. If we consider the s
tering of particles that have a given spin projectionm along
the z axis, they will suffer a force that will be calculated a
the expectation value in thez direction, which is proportional
to the spin projection. The second term in Eq.~4! will not
contribute because the matrix element^mumxum& vanishes.
This result is well known, and it is in agreement with expe
ment. However, we can consider the case of the scatterin
particles with spin projectionm8 along thex axis. If we
calculate the expectation value ofFW in Eq. ~4!, we obtain a
force in thex direction, while the force in thez direction
vanishes. This implies a deflection of the trajectory in thex
direction, that does not happen in the experiment. As
student of quantum mechanics should know, the trajector
split in 2I 11 trajectories, each one of which is deflected
the z direction by a different amount.

In most of the basic textbooks of quantum mechanics,
term proportional tomx in Eq. ~4! is simply ignored@1#.
Other more recent books, such as in Refs.@2# and @3#, only
consider the spatial variation of the componentBz of the
magnetic field, but they neglect the variation ofBx . The
classic book of quantum mechanics by Messiah@4# argues
thatmz is basically constant, whilemx oscillates around zero
So, in the average of the force over many oscillations t
term would cancel. This argument, although plausible,
hardly a firm ground on which to describe the general mot
of particles in inhomogeneous magnetic fields. The opin
of the authors is that the Stern-Gerlach experiment still
quires a satisfactory description in semiclassical terms.

In this paper we propose a semiclassical explanation
the Stern-Gerlach experiment. It relies on the concept of
herent internal states~CIS!, that we introduced in a previou
paper@5# based on Refs.@6–8#. The conclusion of that pape
was that when one analyzes the scattering of a particle w
©2000 The American Physical Society01-1
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S. CRUZ-BARRIOS AND J. GO´ MEZ-CAMACHO PHYSICAL REVIEW A 63 012101
internal degrees of freedom, such as the spin, a single tra
tory is a meaningful approximation for the quantum
mechanical scattering wave function only for a certain se
internal states, which we called CIS. Thus, if the scatte
particle has an internal state that coincides initially with o
of the CIS, then its scattering wave function can be appro
mated by a single trajectory. If not, the internal state sho
be expanded in terms of the CIS, and then the scatte
wave function can be approximated by a combination
classical trajectories, one for each CIS.

In the case of Stern-Gerlach experiments, we demons
in Sec. II that the CIS correspond to states with defin
projection along the direction of the magnetic field. This
rection, calledz8, may vary depending on the position of th
particle, because the magnetic field is not homogeneous
it does not coincide with the laboratory fixedz axis defining
the direction of the magnetic field at the center of the bea
In Sec. III we use the path integral formalism to describe
trajectories of the CIS, and we find that they deflect on thez8
direction. Considering that the average ofz8 corresponds to
z, that explains the observed fact that the trajectories spl
the z direction, and not in thex direction, as Eq.~4! could
suggest. In Sec. IV we describe the scattering of a beam
particles with a finite size in a Stern-Gerlach magnet. As
axesz8 andz do not coincide, the deflection of the trajecto
is not always consistent with the spin projection along thz
axis. So, a Stern-Gerlach magnet, understood as a mea
ment apparatus to find the spin projection along thez axis,
has a certain probability of giving a wrong result, which c
be evaluated in our formalism. Section V is for the summ
and conclusions.

II. COHERENT INTERNAL STATES FOR A PARTICLE
MOVING IN AN INHOMOGENEOUS MAGNETIC

FIELD

It was shown in Ref.@5# that the notion of a classica
trajectory is a useful approach for the quantum-mechan
wave function only for certain selected states, that w
called CIS. These states are the eigenstates of the c
section matrix, which are orthogonal and form a basis of
space of the initial internal states. To find the CIS, as i
shown in Ref.@5#, the following iterative procedure shoul
be followed:

Solve the classical scattering problem for the uncoup
HamiltonianH0 and obtain the evolution operator along t
classical trajectory.

Consider small deviations from the classical trajecto
Evaluate the operatorD, defined in Ref.@9,10#, which de-
scribes the dependence of the cross-section matrix on
initial state.

Obtain the CISun& diagonalizing the cross-section matri
which is equivalent to diagonalize the operatorD.

Evaluate the classical trajectoriesrn(t) for each CIS, the
evolution operatorsUn(t,t0), and the final statesuñ&. If the
final states are orthogonal, then the calculated cross-se
matrix will be diagonal, and the self-consistency would ha
been achieved. If not, the CIS should be recalculated as
eigenstates of the cross-section matrix and the proce
01210
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should be followed until self-consistency is achieved.
Let us consider a neutral particle of massM that moves in

the y direction with velocityvy and that has an initial posi
tion characterized by the coordinates (x0 ,z0). Note that in
strict quantum-mechanical terms, we can take wave pac
sufficiently localized around (x0 ,z0), which would have mo-
mentum dispersions much smaller thanMvy . This particle,
that has a spinI and a magnetic momentmW 5m0IW, enters in a
magnetic field@10–12#. The time evolution of this particle
moving in a magnetic field is given by the evolution opera
U(t f ,t0)5exp$2i/\*t0

tfHdt%, where the HamiltonianH of the

system is written as

H5
p2

2M
2mW •BW ~5!

The first term is the kinetic energy of the particle and t
second term is the potential interaction of the particle w
the magnetic field. The magnetic field hasx,z components so
that

mW •BW 5m0@~B02B1z!I z1xB1I x#. ~6!

We will define new axes (x8,z8) so that the magnetic field
BW (x0 ,z0) is directed alongz8. They axis is unaffected. The
angleb(x0 ,z0) that generates the rotation is given by

tan@b~x0 ,z0!#5x0B1 /~B02z0B1! ~7!

The angular momentum operators in the new coordin
system are

I z85I zcosb1I xsinb,

I x852I zsinb1I xcosb. ~8!

The interaction term with the magnetic field is given b

mW •BW 5m0B08I z81m0B1@2~z2z0!I z1~x2x0!I x# ~9!

with

B085A~B02B1z0!21~B1x0!2 ~10!

The Hamiltonian~5! can be written as

H5H01V, ~11!

H05
p2

2M
2m0B08I z8 , ~12!

V5m0B1@2~z2z0!I z1~x2x0!I x#. ~13!

For the case that we are considering, the classical trajecto
for H0 are just straight lines, given by the expressions

rW~ t !5rW01
pW 0

M
t5rW f2~ t f2t !

pW 0

M
~14!
1-2
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We consider the trajectory of a particle that is initially in th
positionx5x0 ,z5z0, and moves in they direction. The evo-
lution operator forH0 is

U0~ t,t0!5expH i

\
@~ t2t0!m0B08 Î z8#J . ~15!

In a basis$um&% of eigenstates ofI z8 , the matrix elements o
the evolution operator associated with the classical trajec
are diagonal:

^mf uT0umi&5^mf uU0~ t f ,t0!umi&

5dmf ,mi
exp$2 iv0~ t f2t0!mi% ~16!
s

y

ul

01210
ry

with v05m0B08/\.
When the effect of small deviations from the classic

trajectory in the path-integral formalism are considered,
expression for the scattering amplitude becomes

^mf uTumi&5^mf uT0umi&1^mf udTumi&

5^mf uT0umi&1^mf uT1umi&1^mf uT8umi&.

~17!

The correction terms are given by@9#
^mf uT1umi&52
1

2Et0

t f
dt^mf uU0~ t f ,t !S ]

]rW0
D

pW 0

S ]V~ t !

]pW 0
D

rW f

U0~ t,t0!umi&, ~18!

^mf uT8umi&

5
i

2\Et0

t f
dtE

t0

t

dt8^mf uU0~ t f ,t !F S ]V~ t !

]pW 0
D

rW f

U0~ t,t8!S ]V~ t8!

]rW0
D

pW 0

2S ]V~ t !

]rW0
D

pW 0

U0~ t,t8!S ]V~ t8!

]pW 0
D

rW0

GU0~ t8,t0!umi&

~19!
e

The derivatives with respect topW 0 can be expressed in term
of derivatives with respect torW using Eq. ~14!. The term

^mf uT1umi& vanishes because¹2BW 50 and so¹2V(t)50.
The termTm8m

8 can be calculated in a straightforward wa
resulting in

^mf uT8umi&5~m0B1!2
i

2\ME
t0

t f
dtE

t0

t

dt8~ t2t8!

3^mf u@U0~ t f ,t !I xU0~ t,t8!I xU0~ t8,t0!

1U0~ t f ,t !I zU0~ t,t8!I zU0~ t8,t0!#umi&.

~20!

This expression can be written in terms of the rotated ang
momentum operatorsI x8 ,I z8 :

^mf uT8umi&5~m0B1!2
i

2\ME
t0

t f
dtE

t0

t

dt8~ t2t8!

3^mf u@U0~ t f ,t !I x8U0~ t,t8!I x8U0~ t8,t0!

1U0~ t f ,t !I z8U0~ t,t8!I z8U0~ t8,t0!#umi&.

~21!

Then, the first-order correctionDm8m defined as
ar

^mi8uDumi&5(
mf

@^mf uT0umi8&* ^mf udTumi&1^mf uT0umi&

3^mf udTumi8&* # ~22!

is given by

^mi8uDumi&5~m0B1!2
i

2\ME
t0

t f
dtE

t0

t

dt8~ t2t8!

3^mi8u@U0~ t0 ,t !I x8U0~ t,t8!I x8Û0~ t8,t0!

1U0~ t0 ,t !I z8U0~ t,t8!I z8U0~ t8,t0!#umi&1H.c.

~23!

The nondiagonal matrix elements of Eq.~23! vanish. The
diagonal matrix elements are given by

^mi8uDumi&5dm
i8 ,mi

2m0

M\

B1m0

v0
3 $222 cos@v0~ t f2t0!#

2@v0~ t f2t0!sinv0~ t f2t0!#%. ~24!

This result shows that the statesumi&, with a definite spin
projection along thez8 axis, are the eigenstates ofD, and
thus they are our initial choice for CIS. As we will see in th
1-3
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next section, these states are not modified as the par
moves along the classical trajectory, and so they are the
herent internal states of our problem.

The original statesum;L&, which have a definite spin pro
jection m along the laboratory fixedz axis, are not CIS. To
describe the evolution of these states, they should be
panded in terms of the CIS, by means of the expression

um;L&5(
m8

dm8,m
I

@b~x0 ,z0!#um8&. ~25!

III. SEMICLASSICAL DESCRIPTION OF THE
SCATTERING FOR COHERENT INTERNAL STATES

We will now evaluate the classical trajectory for ea
CIS, by making the stationary phase approximation on
matrix elements of the exact propagator on the calcula
CIS.

The exact propagator of the system between the CIS
given as a path integral extended to all possible trajecto
by

^m~ f !uKum&5E D@rW~ t !#expH i

\
Se f f@rW~ t !#J , ~26!

where

Se f f5rW0•pW 01S0@rW~ t !#2 i\ ln^m~ f !uUB@rW~ t !;t f ,t0#um&
~27!

is the effective action,S0@rW(T)# is the action correspondin
to the kinetic energy, and

UB@rW~ t !;t f ,t0#5expH i

\Et0

t f
dtmW •BW @rW~ t !#J ~28!

is the evolution operator of a particle in magnetic field alo
the trajectoryrW(t). In this expression,um& is one of the CIS,
and um( f )& is the final state, defined by

um~ f !&5UB@rWm~ t !;t f ,t0#um&. ~29!

The classical trajectoryrWm(t) is obtained imposing the sta
tionary phase condition in Eq.~26!,

dSe f f

drW~ t !
U

rW(t)5rWm(t)

50. ~30!

This leads in a straightforward way to

drWm~ t !

dt
U

t5t0

5
pW 0

M
,

d2rWm~ t !

dt2
52

1

M
^m~ t !u

]

]rW
@mW •BW ~rW !#U

rW5rWm(t)

um~ t !&,

~31!
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where the state at the instantt is given by um(t)&
5UB@rWm(t);t,t0#um&. These equations describe the moti
of a classical particle with a magnetic momentmW (t)
5^m(t)umW um(t)& moving in the inhomogeneous magnet
field BW (rW). However, it should be stressed that this interp
tation is only meaningful for internal statesum(t)& that
evolve from a CIS stateum& at t5t0.

We observe that in they direction we have a constan
motion given byyf5y01(t f2t0)p0 /M and in thex,z direc-
tions the motion is accelerated and the force is proportio
to B1 because

^m~ t !u
]

]rW
@mW •BW ~rW !#um~ t !&

52m0B1~^m~ t !uI zum~ t !&ûz2^m~ t !uI xum~ t !&ûx!.

~32!

Knowing the force, the specific nature of the classic
solution in thexz directions depend entirely on the evolutio
operatorUB and theum& state. Some considerations must
done to solve the classical equations in thex,z directions. It
should be noticed that the trajectory of the particle, that i
tially is on (x0 ,z0), is always along the line that joins thi
point with the point with coordinates (x50,z5B0 /B1).
Along this line, the direction of the magnetic field is fixe
although its magnitude will vary. The stateum(t)& is given
by the initial CISum(t)& times a phase factor. The angleb
between the axesz andz8 is constant. Thus, we have

^m~ t !uI zum~ t !&5cos@b~x0 ,z0!#;

^m~ t !uI xum~ t !&5sin@b~x0 ,z0!#. ~33!

So, the trajectory is uniformly accelerated along thex and
y directions, so that, when they leave the magnetic field a
time t f , the coordinates have changed to

zf5z02
m0B1m

2M
~ t f2t0!2cos@b~x0 ,z0!#, ~34!

xf5x01
m0B1m

2M
~ t f2t0!2sin@b~x0 ,z0!#. ~35!

When the particle leaves the magnetic field, the force v
ishes. However, as it has acquired a certain velocity,
values of these coordinates at a later timetd , in which they
are detected, is given by

zd5z02bmcos@b~x0 ,z0!#, ~36!

xd5x01bmsin@b~x0 ,z0!#, ~37!

where b5m0B1(t f2t0)(2td2t f2t0)/(2M ), measures the
spatial separation between the different magnetic substa
Note that, by makingtd sufficiently large, we can obtain
reasonable values ofb, even if the gradient of the magneti
field B1 is small, and the length of the magnet, which isL
5(t f2t0)vy , is small.
1-4
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IV. RELIABILITY OF STERN-GERLACH EXPERIMENTS
TO MEASURE SPIN PROJECTIONS

We will consider a beam of particles with a finite exte
sion. Thus, the center of the beam will be placed atx50,z
50, but it will have a probability densityP(x,z) of being in
the position (x,z). We will assume, to make the calculation
simpler, that this probability density is Gaussian:

P~x,z!5
1

pa2 expS 2
x21z2

a2 D ~38!

so,a is a measurement of the size of the beam. Besides
will assume that all the velocity of all the particles go
essentially along they direction, with a velocityvy . That
means that thex and z components of the velocity must b
very small so thatvz(td2t0)!b. The uncertainty principle
implies thatMvz.\/a, and so one gets, for (td2t0)@(t f
2t0), the condition

\!B1a~ t f2t0!5
B1aL

vy
. ~39!

This condition implies that the gradient of the magnetic fie
cannot be arbitrarily small. However, we will see that it ca
not be too large either.

Let us consider the particle that is initially in the positio
(x,z). The magnetic field that it sees is given by

BW ~x,z!5~B02zB1!ûz1xB1ûx ~40!

Thus, the direction of the magnetic field does not go alo
the z direction. The angleb(x,z) betweenBW (x,z) and ûz is
given by

tanb~x,z!5xB1 /~B02zB1! ~41!

Note that the statesum;L& with spin projectionm along the
laboratory fixedz axis are no longer the CIS. For a give
value of (x,z), the CIS are statesum8&, which have a given
spin projectionm8 along the axisz8, which is parallel to
BW (x,z). Then, the stateum;L& will not give rise to a unique
trajectory, but to 2I 11 trajectories, which are characterize
by the statesum8&. The probability that the stateum;L& fol-
lows the trajectory ofum8& is simply

p~m,m8!5u^m;Lum8&u25udm,m8
I

@b~x,z!#u2. ~42!

We have considered the case of a spin-1 particle. It
three possible spin projections along the laboratory fixez
axis, corresponding to the statesum;L&, for m521,0,11.
When a beam of particles with these spin states go throu
Stern-Gerlach magnet, they will be deflected according to
value of the spin projectionm8 along thez8 axis. The prob-
ability that the deflection of the particles is determined by
spin projection along the laboratory fixedz axis, is given by
the expectation value ofp(m,m) averaged over the beam
distribution, as shown in Fig. 1. The values^p(1,1)& and
^p(0,0)& are represented as a function of the dimension
parameteraB1 /B0. We see that only for valuesaB1 /B0
01210
e

-

g

s

a
e

e

s

!1, the values of̂ p(1,1)& and ^p(0,0)& tend to one. This
indicates that the deflection of the particles will be det
mined by the spin projection in the ‘‘laboratory’’ fixed axisz
only if aB1 /B0!1. Thus, this is the condition for a Stern
Gerlach experiment to be a measurement of the spin pro
tion.

If we will consider the case in whichaB1!B0, then, the
angleb(x,z) is small, and the expression above can be
pressed as

p~m,m8!5dm,m8S 12
I ~ I 11!2m2

2
b~x,z!2D ~43!

1dm11,m8S I ~ I 11!2m~m11!

4
b~x,z!2D ~44!

1dm21,m8S I ~ I 11!2m~m21!

4
b~x,z!2D . ~45!

The Stern-Gerlach experiment is used to measure spin
jections along thez axis. Thus, if we observe a deflectio
corresponding to the statem8, we would conclude that the
spin projection along the laboratory fixedz axis wasm8,
instead ofm. Thus, the probability that the measureme
gives the incorrect result is

pe~m!5S I ~ I 11!2m2

2
b~x,z!2D . ~46!

If we average this probability over the beam probability de
sity, we obtain

FIG. 1. Probability that a particle with spin 1 and projectionm
along the laboratory fixedz axis is deflected according its spi
projection, as a function of the parameteraB1 /B0, for m50 and
m51. The casem521 coincides withm51.
1-5
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S. CRUZ-BARRIOS AND J. GO´ MEZ-CAMACHO PHYSICAL REVIEW A 63 012101
^pe~m!&5S I ~ I 11!2m2

2 D a2B1
2

2B0
2 ~47!

Thus, we see that the crucial condition for the Ste
Gerlach experiment to be useful in order to measure s
projections is that the magnetic fieldB0 should be much
larger than the product of the gradient of this field multipli
by the size of the beam. In other words, the relative cha
of the magnetic field within the finite extension of the bea
could be very small. Thus, we can write

B0@B1a. ~48!

Putting together the conditions in Eqs.~39! and ~48!, we
have

B0~ t f2t0!

\
@

B0

B1a
@1. ~49!

However, the first term is just the precession angle of
magnetic-moment operator about thez axis. This angle has
to be very large, compared to 1, as a necessary condition
Eq. ~49! to be valid. In this sense, our results are in agr
ment with the argument of Messiah@4#, which points to the
fact that thex component of the magnetic-moment oscillat
around zero, and then it can be ignored. However, we
that this argument is not sufficient. The gradient of the m
netic field has to be such thatB0 /aB1 is much smaller than
the precession angle, and much larger than one.

We have performed a simulation of a beam of 1000 p
ticles, with spin-1 and projections along the laboratory fix
z axis m521,0,11, and a probability density of havin
initial (x,z) values given by Eq.~38!. The particles go
through an inhomogeneous magnetic field, and are deflec
The values of the magnetic field, its gradient, the length
the magnet, and the distance of the detectors are taken so
the parameterb, which determines the amount of the defle
tion, is given asb54a, in terms of the initial size of the
beam. The relation of the magnetic field and its gradien
given byB1a/B050.25. In Fig. 2 we present the results
the simulation, presenting the final values of thex and z
coordinates, in units ofa, for different values ofm. We find
that, in general, most of the particles suffer deflections al
the z axis consistent with their spin projection, but there a
a few cases~corresponding to about 3% form50, and 1.5%
for m561), in which this is not the case. This is what w
expect from Fig. 1. The other effect that one sees in Fig.
a focusing effect for the particles with spin projectionm
521. That is related to the fact that the deflection occ
along lines that cross in the point with (x50,z5B0 /B1).
The states withm8521 tend to get close to this point, an
so they focus, while the states withm851 tend to separate
from it, and so they defocus.

In this paper we have focused on the application of Ste
Gerlach magnets as a measurement apparatus to dete
the spin projection of individual atoms, assuming that
spin and the magnetic moment is previously known. We fi
that these experiments are not completely reliable, beca
the deflection is not uniquely determined by the spin proj
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tion. However, Stern-Gerlach experiments may also be u
to measure the magnetic moment. In this case, one sh
measure the separation of the piles of particles coming fr
an initially unpolarized beam. Our calculations could be u
ful for this purpose, because they not only give the sepa
tion, but also give the shape of the different piles.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We describe the motion of a particle with spin in an i
homogeneous magnetic field, in a semiclassical appro
We make use of the fact that the classical trajectories
only a meaningful approach to the quantum-mechanical s
tering wave function for certain states of the internal va
ables, that are called coherent internal states. The cohe
internal states are obtained initially as the eigenstates of
cross-section matrix. Each one of these states has a traje
that describes the time dependence of the coordinate, an
evolution operator that describes the time dependence o
internal state. The trajectory and the evolution operator
related self-consistently, because the classical force that
fines the trajectory is related to the expectation value of
coupling potential on the internal state, while the evoluti
operator is related to the coupling potential evaluated al
the trajectory.

FIG. 2. Results of a simulation of 1000 particles with spin-1 a
projectionsm521,0,11, which go through an inhomogeneou
magnetic field described byb54a and B1a/B050.25. The final
position of the particles in the (x,z) plane is represented in units o
the initial beam sizea.
1-6
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We have considered the case of a particle with a gi
magnetic moment, moving initially in they direction within
a magnetic field that depends linearly on the coordinatex
and z. The coherent internal states correspond initially
definite projections of the spin along the direction of t
magnetic field evaluated at the initial point of the trajecto
The trajectory corresponding to a given spin projection w
be deflected due to the gradient in the magnetic field. T
magnitude of the magnetic field observed by each part
may change as a result of the deflection of the trajecto
However, the direction of the magnetic field remains co
stant. Thus, the coherent internal state does not change a
particle moves along its trajectory.

We have considered an ensemble of particles, all mov
in they direction, with initialx andz coordinates following a
gaussian probability distribution. This illustrates a realis
situation for a beam of particles of finite size entering
us

01210
n

.
l
e
le
y.
-
the

g

Stern-Gerlach magnet. We have evaluated the trajecto
followed by these particles, considering explicitly that t
coherent internal states are different for different particles
the ensemble, because they depend on the initial valuesx
andz. We find that not all the particles having a given sp
projection along thez axis suffer the same deflection. Th
indicates that even an idealized Stern-Gerlach experim
has a finite probability of giving the wrong result as a me
surement apparatus of the spin projection. The probability
error depends on the relative dispersion of the values of m
netic field within the beam size.
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